20th Annual
Five-College Geology Symposium

Friday, September 18, 1998
4:00 PM

University of Massachusetts
Morrill Science Center
Room 131 (Morrill Auditorium)

Scheduled Speakers and Topics:

John Reid (Hampshire College):
Lake Manly "shorelines" of Death Valley: are they really just fault scarps?

John Brady (Smith College):
Clues to Precambrian puzzles, Tobacco Root Mountains, Montana

Tekla Harms (Amherst College):
Structural setting of Archean Rock Suites, Tobacco Root Mountains, Montana

Michelle Markley (Mount Holyoke College):
Structural analysis of active deformation, Otago, New Zealand

Chris Duncan (University of Massachusetts):
Tectonics, topography, climate, and erosion: analysis of Himalayan digital data

Pizza and soft drinks follow the program